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DEC 11 - People migrate for better

opportunities. The push factors, such as

lower employment opportunities, absence

of decent jobs and growth in labour force

and overall population in the country of

origin, and the pull factors, such as quality

of life, prosperity, better job opportunities

and increased demand for labour and

skilled workers in the destination country,

are the reasons behind the current

emigration. Economic development and

remittance are the better aspects of

migration, but immigration problems, brain drain, low return of investment and a

stagnant economy are the big concerns.

Despite the existence of prosperous sectors such as tourism, art and handcraft, a

majority of Nepalis are still employed in agriculture. According to the report entitled

Enhancing Employment Centric Growth in Nepal for the International Labour

Organisation (ILO) released this year, farming employs 74 percent of the workforce.

In the absence of commercial farming and modern methods to enhance

productivity, this sector is gravely underemployed. Industry is shrinking due to lack

of investment, entrepreneurship and government policies to protect it from foreign

competitors. Nature’s priceless gifts to Nepal are dismally underutilised; moreover,

social and political instability has hindered the tourism business.

With the exodus of young workers, Nepal has started to feel a labour

shortage in the agriculture sector, especially during the sowing and harvesting

seasons. Skilled craftspersons and

maintenance workers are opting for

better paying jobs abroad. The political and social imbroglio in Nepal is a result of

footloose politicians. Despite the
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footloose politicians. Despite the

huge investment made in the production of medical doctors every year, Nepali

villages lack doctors as they have

left for lucrative foreign employment. The remittance from migrant workers has

helped in poverty reduction.

Had there been better investment

opportunities for non-resident

Nepalis and a stable government,

significant development work could have been possible. So, in the current scenario,

when economic growth does not have the capacity to accommodate youths,

migration seems to be a pragmatic solution.  

The same Nepalis who feel humiliated dirtying their hands doing work at home are

happy to clean restaurant tables in foreign lands. After the correction of this attitude

problem, there are now successful organic farming enterprises run by returnees. So

foreign exposure has helped Nepali migrants to realise that there are unnoticed and

untapped opportunities at home, and more importantly, better job satisfaction.

Moreover, the labour jobs in foreign lands are low paying jobs of the 3D type (dirty,

dangerous and demeaning) which are shunned by their nationals.  

In my opinion, the tourism sector can single-handedly lift Nepal’s economy. It can

open up more jobs in construction and maintenance. The roads built to link remote

places can bring modern agricultural technologies to every village thus enhancing

commercialisation besides promoting cash crops. Rural to urban migrants will be

encouraged to return. Small industries like garment, carpet, textile, dairy and meat

will also flourish. There will be more schools and colleges to meet the demand for

skilled workers.
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